Paradise Entertainment Exhibits at the Third China International Import Expo
Dedicated to supply high quality professional artificial intelligent equipment, wireless
communication equipment and anti-epidemic medical products
Shanghai, 5 November 2020 – Paradise Entertainment Limited (“Paradise”) (HKEx Main Board
listed company, stock code: 1180), through its subsidiary companies Tech (Macau) Limited and
MedicTec Technology Company Limited, accompanied with displaying their 5th generation mobile
networks (“5G”) technology and the latest products including smart wear, smart thermometry, smart
home, smart security and surveillance, wireless communication equipment as well as anti-epidemic
medical products in the pavilion actively participated in the third China International Import Expo
(“CIIE” or the “Expo”) held in Shanghai.
Mr. Jay Chun, Chairman and Managing Director of Paradise commented, “We are very
delighted and honored to demonstrate our latest high-tech and anti-epidemic medical products at the
CIIE in Shanghai again. Despite the impact of the epidemic on all walks of life this year, as a hightech enterprise, Paradise will persist with our commitments on research and development of hightech products in the manner as we have dedicated before, and will continuously make efforts on
innovations for the deployment of new products, thereby provide contributions to high-tech
development and public hygiene and health of the Country and the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao
Greater Bay Area.”
At the Expo, Paradise showcased its array of latest 5G, Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) and other hightech products including its smart wear products such as student sports training waist bands and team
sports training waist bands, professional sports watches, smart treadmills and smart spinning bikes,
etc. giving an exhilarating impression to the exhibitors. In addition, Paradise demonstrated its new
smart security and surveillance and network equipment and products mainly on aspects relating to
face recognition, video surveillance, metal detection, 5G network access and other functions to
support multi-target simultaneous detection.
In view of the arising public health concerns around the world in recent years, in particular the
global significant impacts brought by Covid-2019, Paradise has been active in the development and
manufacturing of high-tech smart products which can be used in the fields of public hygiene and
health to meet the demands from public health issues and capture the business opportunities for
related products. At the same time, Paradise exhibited various medical products under its own brand
MedicTec such as infrared thermometers (body temperature warning), plug-in copper fiber personal
protection face masks, medical use goggles, medical use face shields, etc. These products serve to
contribute the strengthening of scientific and technological innovations in the aspects of medical
devices, life and health care.
Paradise is a Hong Kong’s Main Board listed company based in Macau and has a leading position
in global field of high-tech products, engaging in design, research and development, production and
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sale of high-tech products and has committed to development of high-tech innovation technologies
perennially in relation to 5G and AI, etc. Its latest products include those on smart wear, smart
thermometry, smart home, smart security and surveillance, wireless communication equipment and
anti-epidemic medical products. Paradise committed to providing high quality professional
solutions for customers.

Further enquires:
For more information about Paradise Entertainment Limited, please visit our company website:
http://www.hk1180.com
If investor or media has any enquiries, please contact our Investor Relations Department (Phone:
+852 2620 5303 or email: ir@hk1180.com)
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Smart wear series
Future wearable devices will play a more prominent role in communications, digital medical
doctors, internet of things for households and enterprises.
◆ Student sports training waist bands
Better physical examination results make easier for school admission

◆ Professional sports watches
Professional level round-the-clock Cardio-Oxygen monitoring

◆ Pulse Oximeters
Easy to carry, fast display, high accuracy
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Other smart products such as smart treadmills, smart spinning bike and team sports training
waist bands, etc.
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Smart security and surveillance and network equipment and products
The integration of smart security and surveillance and network equipment provides face
recognition, infrared thermometers (body temperature warning) video monitoring, metal
detection, 5G network access and other functions to support multi-target simultaneous
detection.
◆ Smart walk-through temperature and security gate
Widely used in schools, hospitals, stations, industrial and commercial buildings,
entertainment venues, etc.

◆ Smart thermographic turret camera
Automatic temperature detection, accurate face recognition, support multi-target
simultaneous detection

◆ Industrial router
Using comprehensive secured devices
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Anti-epidemic medical products
◆ CARE ME plug-in copper fiber personal protection face masks
Bacterial Filtration Efficiency exceeding 95%; Germicidal Efficacy exceeding 90% in
60 minutes

◆ Medical protective sets
Each set contains 8 pieces of protective gowns, surgical caps, shoe covers, etc.
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